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Parallel and propagating raph 0I, systems are investigated mathematically. 
It is shown that bounded egreeness is decidable for a "doubly iqteractionless" 
subclass of these systems. Various s bgraph occurrence problems areshown 
to be decidable as well as various notions of growth or size equivalence. 
l. INTRODUCTION" 
The notion of sequential graph rewriting systems has been available for some 
time; for example, see Montanari (1970), Rosenfcld and Milgram (1972), 
Ehrig et al. (1973), Abe et al. (1973), and more recently Rosen (1975) and 
Della Vigna and Ghezzi (1978). However, the advent of parallel graph rewriting 
systems is more recent. Some first approaches are to be fimnd in Mayoh (1973, 
1974), while formal models have been introduced bv Culik and Lindenmayer 
(1974, 1976), Ehrig (1975), Ehrig and Tischer (1975), Ehrig and Kreowski 
(1976), and Nagl (1976). 
It has appeared to us that the area of graph rewriting systems has been 
plagued with an overabundance of definitional suggestions, while at the same 
time only limited investigations of tile proposed models have been carried out. 
It is our thesis that it is necessary to investigate one particular model in some 
depth, rather than introducing new models willy-nilly. (Not surprisingly Della 
\' igna and Ghezzi (1978) make a similar observation for sequential graph 
rewriting systems.) Such an investigation should result in a greater understanding 
of the chosen model and also give insight into graph rewriting systems per se. 
Clearly, the chosen model should be both reasonable for its intended area of 
application and natural mathematically. 
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Our choice is the PGOL system, that is, the propagating raph 0L system. 
Biologically it is well-motivated model for multicellular development (see 
Lindenmayer and Culik, 1979), and mathematically it is a pleasing and natural 
generalization of string 0L systems (see Ehrig and Rozenberg (1976) for a 
discussion of these points). Our aim has been to carry out an in-depth mathe- 
matical investigation of these systems. Some results are already a~ailable in Culik 
and Lindenmayer (1976), which are mentioned at appropriate points in the 
current paper. Many questions which we consider to be fundamental mathe- 
matically and interesting biologically are, unfortunately, intractable at this time. 
Functionality, connectivity andequivalence are examples of such questions. 
The paper consists of a further six sections. Section 2 briefly surveys the 
various string 0I, system notions and terminology, while Section 3 is devoted to 
an extended introduction to PGOL systems. We feel this is necessary because 
parallel graph rewriting is much more complex than sequential graph rewriting. 
We also give some examples and discuss the role of "stencils." We informally 
demonstrate that stencils can be replaced by "full stcncils" as is proved in 
Lindenmayer and Culik (1979). This serves to place the general notion of a 
stencil in perspective; that is, they are simply an abbreviatorv mechanism. 
Section 4 is devoted to determinism, functionality, growth and size of PGOL 
systems. For example, deterministic PGOL systems are introduced, various 
notions corresponding to growth and Parikh functions of deterministic 0L 
systems" are investigated, and size and Parikh sets corresponding to length sets 
are discussed. This leads to the definition of a "doubly interactionless" PGOI, 
system, known as a PG00L system. 
The generative¢capacity of DPGOL, PGOL, and PG00L systems is demon- 
strated in Section 5, In particular a "universal" self-reproducing system is 
exhibited. 
Section 6 deals with decidability results. The most important result is that 
bounded egreeness of PG00L systems is decidable. Whether it is decidable for 
arbitrary PGOL systems remains open. Finally, Section 7 presents adiscussion of 
the "context-free-ness" of PGOL systems. Since every DPGOL system is a 
PG00L system, we have the surprising situation that while DPGOL systems are, 
in our opinion, context-free, their non-deterministic counterparts (the PGOL 
systems) are not. We discuss the evidence for this conclusion and also show how 
easily slight perturbations in the definition of PGOI, systems make them even 
more non-context-free. 
2. TABLED STRING 0L SYSTEMS 
In this section we briefly review the various notions from tabled string 0L 
systems that are necessary to our investigation. 
An extended tabled OL system (ETOL systen 0 is an n 4- 3-tuple G = (V, Z', 
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t" 1 .... , P , ,  S'), n > 0 where V is an alphabet, Z' _C V is the terminal alphabet, 
V --  Z' the nontcrminal alphabet, Pi  C_ V × V* are thc tables of productions, 
1 ~ i ~ n, and S in V -- Z', is thc start symbol. Each table Pi  is finite and for 
each X in V, therc is a production (X, ~) in P i ,  for some c~ in V*. We usually 
write (X, ,~) as X --+ c~. 
For c~, fl in V ~, we write ~ -~ fl in G if c~ -- & ... A~m, fl --- fll ""tim and for 
some i, 1 ~< i -<. n, Xj--~fl~. is in P,:, 1 ~ j  :~ m. We dcnote by ~ and ~ ~ 
the transitive and thc reflexive transitivc losure of =>. Thc language generated 
by G, dcnoted L(G), is dcfined by: 
L(G) = {x: S :~* x in G and x in Z'~}. 
We say L C Z* is an ETOL language if there is an ETOL system G such that 
L = I , (C ) .  
We now consider various restrictions of ETOL systems. If V == 2.', then we 
replace S by a word in Z* to give a TOL system, usually denoted G =: (Z', 
P~ ..... P,~ , a). If  n = 1 we obtain EOL and 0L systems. We say G is propagating 
if P; C V × V~, 1 ~< i ~ n and deterministic if each Pi is a map of V to V*, 
1 ~< i ~ n. Hence we obtain POL, DOL, and PDOL systems, for example. 
A homomorphism 0: Z ~ d is said to be a coding, and a homomorphism 0:
Z' ~ A ~ {A} is said to be a weak coding, where A denotes the empty word. 
We now obtain homomorphisms, codings and weak codings of the various L 
systems. For example, a WDOL system is a pair (G, O) where G is a D0L system 
and 0 is a weak coding. Similarly we obtain HTOL systems, where 0 is a homo- 
morphism. It is well known that every E0L (ETOL) language is a COL (CTOL) 
language and vice versa, where C denotes coding. The language of an XDOL 
system (G, O) is defined to be L(G, 0) = {x:y is in L(G) and O(y) , .  x}, where 
A'=C,  HorW.  
Finally, we need the notion of the length set of an L system. Let G be an 
I 'TOL system (or one of its restrictions). Then LS(G) ,- {; x ': x is in L(G)}, 
where I x denotes the length of x, that is, the number of symbols in x. Clearly 
we can defineLS(G, O) similarly. 
All other undefined notions will be found in Herman and Rozenberg (1975) 
and Salomaa (1979). 
3. GRAPH 0L SYs'rF.:~,is 
We now generalize the notion of string 0I. systems introduced in Section 2 to 
give graph 0L systems. The definition of such systems is quite complex for a 
number of reasons, which we shall discuss as we go along. It is worthwhile 
reading Della Vigna and Ghezzi (1978), whose recent paper investigates context- 
free graph grammars, the analogous but simpler generalization of context-free 
string grammars. 
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Let ac denote the universal environment ode which in the following is always 
labeled with e, the universal environment label. 
A node-labeled edge-labeled directed e-graph ~ over 2," (the node alphabet) and A 
(the edge alphabet) is a triple (V, % E) where V is a finite nonempty set of nodes 
and ao is not in V, (p: V . . . .  ~ 2J ~" is the node labeling function where V ~: = 
V w {m} and Z '~ = 22 o {e} and E C_- V * × d × V ~ is a set of labeled directed 
edges, such that for each (u, h, z') in E, u 5 L v. q~ also satisfies the condition that 
for all u in 17~-, cp(u) --= e implies u .... oo; that is, the environment node is the 
only node labeled with the environment label. We say' an edge (u, h, z') is an 
outside edge if one of u or v equals 0% and an inside edge otherwisc, in the 
following when no confusion results we refer to c~ as a graph over 2.', d. 
Let (X, A). denote the family of all graphs over 22, d. 
Since graphs are defined in terms of sets of nodes and edges it is important 
to grasp the notions of concrete and abstract graphs. Clearly, we wish to specify 
rewriting systems that replace "mother" nodes with "daughter" graphs just as 
in string systems we wish to replace symbols by words. However, if we specify 
a production simply by "labcled nodc" is replaced by "graph" then this produc- 
tion is applicable to at most one node in any given graph. This is because the 
node is designated in a unique manner as an element of a set and therefore any 
given graph cannot "use" the same designation more than once. However, our 
intention is clear, simply replace all nodes labeled in this particular way by the 
given daughter graph, taking care that unique isomorphic opies of the given 
daughter graph are used in the replacement ( hat is, disjoint unions are used). 
Let ~ = (t%,q~,E~), fl =(V~,%,~. )  be two graphs over Z', d then ,~ 
and t~ are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism ~: l,~ , 1~ such that 
(i) for all v in V~, %(v') = %(c(v)), and 
(ii) for all (u,h,v)  in I7~ xA  X l~,  (u,h,~') is in E, iff (~(u),h,E(v)) 
is in E~. 
Hence undcr isomorphism (Z, d ) .  is partitioned into equivalence classes of 
isomorphic graphs. We say a graph ~ in (Z', d) ,  is concrete while [c~], the equiv- 
alence class defined by c,, denotes an abstract graph and a is a (concrete) repre- 
sentation of [c~]. The family of all abstract graphs over ~', A is denoted by [Z', A ] . .  
The erupt, graph is the graph with no edges and only the environmcnt node, 
denoted by A. We denote [A] by A. Then (X, A)+ -- (S, A), -- {A} and [2J, A].:. == 
[2, e l  ~.~ - {A}. 
¥olation 
Wc use early lowercase Greek letters to denote concrete graphs and uppercase 
Roman letters to denote abstract graphs. 
We say ~ is a (concrete) subgraph offl, c~ ~/~ if P~ C /Ts, E~ _C Ea and %(u) .... 
~,~(u), fin all u in l~ .  Moreover, _~ = ( I~,  %,  E~) is afullsubgraph of/9, written 
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c~ ~I  fl, if a ~/3  and a is the subgraph of fl induced by the nodes V s . Similarly 
A is an (abstract) subgraph of B, A, B over Z, A if there exist a, 13 such that 
cz <~ fl, [c~] = A and [/3] -=: B. 
Note that we are forced to deal with concrete representants, whenever we wish 
to specify an abstract graph. 
We assume in the following that our model of graph 0L systems will fulfill the 
following conditions: 
(1) Only nodes are to be rewritten, 
(2) the rewriting of a node is independent of its context, and 
(3) all nodes are rewritten in parallel. 
Clearly (1)-(3) are the graph analogs of the corresponding conditions for 0L 
systems. In fact, since nodes represent cells in the biological context and edges 
communication and/or contact, condition (1) reflects the assumption that only 
cells develop. 
A graph 0L production over Z, A will be specified by a pair (a, A), usually 
written a ~ A, where a is in Z and A is in [Z, A]+. We say a is the mother 
"node" and A is the daughter graph. Given a set of such productions P over Z, 
A and an abstract graph B over Z', A then a ~-~ A can be applied to B if it has 
nodes labeled a. Note that a ~ h is not allowed, since node erasure adds much 
complication and hence we only deal with propagating productions. We also 
ensure that P is complete, that is, for all a in Z, there is a production a ~-+ A 
in P for some A in [Z, A],.. 
Given a graph B and a complete set of productions P, both over Z, A, it is 
straightforward to apply the productions to the nodes of B. This results, however, 
in a derived abstract graph which consists of disconnected daughter graphs. The 
major question is: How are they connected together ?
Returning for a moment o the context-free graph grammars of Della Vigna 
and Ghezzi (1978) we find a much simpler situation. Only one node at a time is 
replaced. Hence the connecting rules are quite simple. Each daughter graph has 
a specified source and target node (possibly the same node). After replacement of 
a given mother node, the incoming edges are connected to the target node of 
the daughter graph and the outgoing edges to the source node of the daughter 
graph. Clearly, this can be carried across to graph 0L systems. However, we 
follow the approach of Culik and Lindenmayer (1976), who use a much more 
general technique. Remark that the connecting rules of Della Vigna and Ghezzi 
(1978) have many drawbacks. For example: (i) Edges are always preserved, when 
there are situations for which edges should be removed or extra edges added, 
and (ii) more than one source and one target node are often necessary, but are 
not available in their systems. 
The reader is also referred to Ehrig (1978), who discusses other solutions to the 
connection problem for both sequential and parallel rewriting. Ehrig's approach 
is an algebraic one. 
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Consider the problem of generating the set of (2 ~* × 2'0-arrays, n ~ 0 over 
{a), {h, v}. Edges labeled h are interpreted as horizontal, those labeled v as 
vertical. 
We have one production p; see Fig. la. 
(e l )  Q ~ 
h 
O • (3 
(b) 
i ' i  i "°,, 
O ~,O O >O 
O J,O O ~-0 
0 ~(1 Q >Q 
(c) 
O ~( : ]  ) ,Q  ~,,Q 
0 1,-0 ~,Q 1,-0 
Q ~, Q ~,Q J ,O  
O ~O ~O I , .O  
F IGURE l 
Beginning with a, the (1 × 1)-array, we easily obtain the derived (2 × 2)- 
array using p. Consider generating a (4 × 4)-array from the (2 × 2)-array. 
We obtain Fig. l b, where we have omitted edge labels for clarity. How are 
these four daughter graphs connected" Our intention is to obtain Fig. lc. 
Observe that the connecting rules of Della Vigna and Ghezzi (1978) do not allow 
this kind of connection, since the top left daughter graph of Fig. le has three 
source nodes giving rise to four edges, while the mother node has only two edges. 
We choose to specify" connecting rules for each edge which depend upon the 
daughter graphs. For Z an alphabet, letting s, t denote source and target, respec- 
tively, define s(Z)  - :  {as: a in Z) ,  t (Z )  = {at: a in Z}, which are denoted by Z~ 
and Zt ,  respectively. \Ve also define s-l(a~) :-- a and t- l (ae) ~ a, for all a in Z. 
Let Z~ t = Z~ tj Z t and st - l (a~)  = a, for all a~ in Z,, t . A stencil  (an abstract 
stencil) over Z, A is a graph (an abstract graph) over Z, t ,  A. 
A connection rule over Z, A is a pair (h, H), usually written h ~ H, where h 
is in A and H is an abstract stencil over Z, A. 
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Continuing our example, we specify two connection rules, one for h and one 
for v, see Figs. 2a and 2b. Informally, we apply the appropriate connection rule 
to each pair of daughter graphs in turn, matching the one daughter graph to 
the source part of the stencil and the other to the target, adding the specified 
edges between source and target nodes. For example, in Fig. 1 b the top left-hand 
daughter graph is the source for the h-connection rule, since its mother node 
has an outgoing h-edge, while the top right daughter graph is the target for the 
same connection rule. Hence we do in fact obtain Fig. 1 c from a in two derivation 
steps using the production of Fig. I a and connection rules of Figs. 2a and b. 
(o) 
05 ~,O S ~,O t ~,O t 
05 I, 0 S ~ O t ~ a t 
(b) v, ~. 
O 5 ~,- as 
0 s , !, 0 5 
O t ~,O t
O t ~ Of 
F IGURE 2 
Observe that the daughter graph in Fig. la has no nontrivial automorphisms; 
therefore the only way to connect is given by Fig. lc. However, if we had only 
one edge label h and the production of Fig. 3a then the daughter graph in 
Fig. 3a does have nontrivial automorphisms, in which case we obtain the graph 
of Fig. 3b and other variants. 
(a) 
h 
h a-  ~G 
(b) I/I 
O ~, O ------~ O 
O ~ O ------~ O 
F[(;I;RE 3 
1 
~Q 
>O 
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Note that we have added three more conditions to be fulfilled by our model 
for graph 0L systems in the above discussion, namely: 
(4) Graph 0L systems are node propagating, 
(5) the production set in a graph 0I, system must be complete, and 
(6) daughter graphs may only he connected if their mothers are connected. 
We are now in a position to define a node propagating raph 01, system; 
however, we delay the definition in order to consider a more general notion of 
stencil. 
Let a (V~ , %,  E~) be a graph over 22, d and X C 1/~ be a subset of its 
nodes. Define merge(X, o~) as the graph (V~,~, %~, E~), where V B = V~-  X, 
cp~ is the restriction of % to Vo, and 
~.~ = (E~ n (v5 × a × v~)) 
va {(u, h, oo): (u, h, v) is in/-.'~, u in b~, v in X} 
w {(oc, h, v): (u, h, v) is in F~, u in X, v in Vz}. 
Essentially, the nodes in Xare  merged into o% the environment node. 
Using full daughter graphs in stencils as we did above, then such a full stencil 
g fulfills mcrge(~q(22t), y) is the source daughter graph and merge (g,~ ~(Z.~), V) is 
the target daughter graph. To strip off the appropriate subscripts wc need to 
apply st -1 to both these graphs. Our notion of applicability of a full stencil is 
simply that the source merged graph is isomorphic to the source daughter graph 
and similarly for the target graph. 
We now relax this condition to "subgraph of." l,et Ys = st-J(merge(%-t(22¢), 
7)), Y~ = st-'(merge(q~71(Z'.0, Y)) and Yc = st ~((I/ , %,  {(u, h, v): (u, h, v) in 
& and either %(u) in Z~ and %(v) in 2.7, o, %(u) in Zt and %(v) in 2g~}). 
We say that a stencil y over Z, A is applicable to an ordered pair of graphs (.% fi) 
over Z, A if: 
(i) V~ ~ V, 3 -:  Z,  that is, the only common node is m. 
(ii) Ys Q c~ and r r  <-//3. 
Let 7 be applicable to (%/3); then the joining of(%/3) by y is defined as the graph 
(v~ vo VB,~o va~,,,R~ u R~u E.:c ). 
Let Q be a set of stencils. Then y in Q is said to be Q-maximal with respect o 
(% fi) if y is applicable to (cq fl) and there is no 8 in Q such that 8 is applicable 
to (~, fl) and Ys V3 Yr ~ 8s t3 8~.. 
To illustrate these notions let us return to our running example. 
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An edge from any node to the environment node is called a hand. As we never 
represent he environment node in our diagrams, hands are represented as 
broken directed edges, We first modify the production for a to that of Fig. 4a, 
where hands have been added. It is now sufficient to consider the simpler 
stencils of Figs. 4h and 4c. The initial graph is now simply: 
Letting ~ be the stencil of Fig. 4b then ~s,  7r ,  and ~c are displayed in Figs 5a, 
b, and c, respectively. 
Observe that ), is only applicable to a source and target daughter given by 
Fig. 4a if they are in the appropriate orientation. The hands in Ys and )'r must 
match those in the source and target daughters, respectively. 
We are now ready for the central notion of this paper. 
(a )  O :  
(b) hi 
OS. • O t 
a s ~ a t 
(c) V; 
FIGURE 4 
0 S 
a t 
w a s 
>Qt 
a 
o,.-~ 
(a) 
---~Q 
----,D, 0 
(b) 
FIGURE 5 
O >O 
O ~0 
(c) 
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DEFINITION. 
G (z, zJ, P, 
Z 
A 
P 
C 
S 
A propagating raph 0L system (PGOL system) is a quintuple 
C, S), where 
is an alphabet of node labels 
is an alphabet of edge labels 
is a finite subset of Z × [22, A]+ of productions 
is a finite subset of A × [Z'.~ t , A]+ of connection rules 
in [Z', A].. is the start graph 
P must bc complctc; i.e., for each a in Z there is at least one production a ~ a 
in P. For each h in A, h ~ A is implicitly in C, therefore C is complete. Note that 
G is specified bv abstract rather than concrete graphs. It is assumed that e ,--~ e 
is implicitly available as a production for the environment node and that h 
h ,5, 
a.~ -~ et and h ...... e~ ~ at arc implicitly available for all a in Z'and h in A. 
We first define the yield relation over [Z', A].._ informally, before giving the 
rigorous definition. 
For two abstract graphs U, V in [Z, A]_ we write U =~c, V (or simply U =~ V 
if G is understood) if: 
(i) there exist daughter graphs of each node of U, given by P and 
(ii) there exist maximal stencils for each pair of daughter graphs whose 
mothers were connected, given by C, 
such that the simultaneous joining of all daughter graphs results in V. Note that 
in particular a hand of a certain kind which appears in a daughter graph will 
only appear in the derived graph if its mother has a hand of the same kind. 
To define the vieht relation formally, we need the notion of "graph expression." 
Let -Q be a finite set of subsets of [Z A] ~ and/7  be a finite set of subsets of 
[Z~t, A] ~ . A graph expression over Z, A is an abstract e-graph over -(2, H u A, 
such that /7 only labels inside edges and A only labels outside edges. A graph 
expression .4denotes a set of abstract e-graphs over Z, A, written D( A) and defined 
as flfllows: 
Let a be a representant of.q. A concrete graph r/is a rcpresentant ofan element 
of D(A) ifl" 
(i) l:or every u in V~, u /= zc, there exists a concrete -graph ft, such 
that: 
(a) fl,, is a rcprcscntant of the abstract e-graph [%(u)], 
(b) l:[~.,,n [~,. == ~, for allu, v in  l~ ,u  -#v, 
(c) l:'~ = U,,inv, Vs,,, and 
(d) the full subgraph (V;L, ~c~, 1'~%) of T is equal to ,8~. 
(ii) For every inside edge of ~, (u, Y,v), that is, u :/. cc =/~:, there 
exists a rcprcsentant Y,,.r of an abstract e-stencil from Y such that: 
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(a) Y,,v must be Q,,,~,-maximal with respect to (/3,,, fi~), where Q~.~. 
{y: [el is in Y}, and 
(b) letting 8 ..... be the joining of (ft,, fl,,) by y ..... the full subgraph 
(1/'~ .~, cp~. , E~,,.~.) ofrl is equal to 3 ..... . 
(iii) For all u in I/'~, b in A and x in 1/'<, 
(a) (0% b, x) is in E, iff (o% b, u) is in E~ and (0% b, x) is in E,~,, and 
(b) (x,b, oo)isinE,,iff(u,b, m)isinE~and(x,b, m)is in&. .  
Note that D(A) == 7. if for some edge (u, h, v) of c~ there are no fl~,, fi~, and 
Y=.v as above such that y ..... is applicable to the pair (fl~, fl~.). 
Let G = (Z, A, P, C, S) be a PGOL system. For two abstract graphs L;, 
V in [Z, A]+ , we write U :-'c. V if there exists a graph expression Wsuch that 
(i) W is obtained by relabeling U so that each occurrence of a node label 
from Z, say a, is replaced by {A}, for some a ~-+ A in P, and each occurrence of 
an edge label, say h, at an inside edge is replaced by the set of abstract e-stencils 
{B: h -*  B in C} u {A}, and 
(ii) Vis in D(W). 
We obtain -~  and -->*, the transitive and reflexive transitive closures of :>, 
in the usual way. The graph language generated by G, denoted L(G), is defined as: 
Ua)  ~: {u: s ~*  u}. 
L ~ [Z, A]+ is a PGOL language if there exists a PGOL system G such that 
L(G) = L. 
Let us formalize our earlier full stencil system. A PGOL system G = (Z, A, p, 
C, S) is a full stencil PGOL system (fsPGOL system) if C fulfills the following 
conditions: 
l;or each ordered pair (a ~ A, b ~ B) of productions in P and 
h in A, there is a connection rule h --~ D in C such that Ds = A 
and D r ~ B. D is a full stencil for A, B. 
Clearly, if G is a fsPGOL system then for each triple (A, h, B) there is a full 
stencil D and D is maximal for (A, h, B), where a ~ A, b ~-~ B arc in P and h 
is in A. 
Let ..~¢(PGOL) and .LP(fsPGOL) denote the families of PGOL amt fsPGOL 
languages, respectivcly. Clearly, evcry fsPGOL language is a PGOL language. 
Conversely, given a PGOL system G, for each edge and each pair of daughter 
graphs in G extend their maximal applicable stencils to full stencils. In this wav 
we obtain a fsPGOL system which simulatcs G step by step. The maximality 
condition is critical for this simulation to hold. Hence we have demonstrated: 
LEMMA 3.1. c~.(PGOL) =~( fsPGOL) .  
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This serves to demonstrate hat the nonfull stencil mechanism of Culik and 
Lindenmaycr (1976) adds no generative power but is rather a powerful abbrevi- 
atory tool. We can always replace a non-fsPGOL system bv a fsPGOL system 
which generates the same graph language. 
I,et us consider the hands. Are they necessary or equivalently can the environ- 
ment node be removed without restricting the generative power of PGOL 
systems ? Consider the following example. 
I,et G be defined by the start graph S of Fig. 6a and the productions and 
connection rule of Fig. 6b. Then we obtain in one derivation step from S the 
graph of Fig. 6c. If  we do not allow hands or equivalently assume all possible 
hands occur everywhere then we also obtain the graph of Fig. 6d which is not 
(a )  S = a -~  b .~-.a 
- -~ 'b  
(b) a ,.o--,. ; b,. t~  
b .,t- b 
; h ~, as--~ b t 
(c) 
a- - -~  b , r ,~a  a .~, , .b  
I \  Cd) Ix, 
b~,~b b . t - - - -  b . .~- -a  
FmL'RE 6 
obtained with the above system. Since we are dealing with node propagating 
systems, Fig. 6a must always be the start graph of any PGOL system F generating 
L(G) .  Thus S yields the graph of Fig. 6c. Clearly the productions used in deriving 
Fig. 6c must be of the same form as those of Fig. 6b. Otherwise graphs not in 
L(G)  could be obtained. Now L(F )  must also contain the graph of Fig. 6d if 
it is an "all hands" PGOL system. Thus no such "all hands" PGOL system F has 
L(F )  := L (G) .  This demonstrates that "all hands" systems have weaker generative 
power than PGOL systems. 
Let us denote by a l lPGOL the PGOL systems in which all possible hands occur 
at all possible nodes. Then we have shown: 
LEMMA 3.2. f.g/(allPGOL) C X)(PGOL). 
Lct us close this section by giving a final example, the family of star graphs. 
Let S :-: a ;  
a . - ~ , a -~  b; b !  ~ ---~ b; h '~ .~ a.~ - ~ b t . 
Then we obtain the derivation sequence of Fig. 7. 
b 
b i.* 
a =~ a - - -~b =~, a =~ a - -e .b  =~. • - - 
FIGURE 7 
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4. DETERMINISM, GROWTH AND SIZE 
Culik and Lindenmayer (1976) introduce the notions of deterministic and 
functional PGOL systems. They claim, wrongly, that these two notions are 
identical. We first introduce these notions and then compare them. Second, we 
show that various notions of growth functions, for DPGOL systems, and size 
sets, for PGOL systems are reducible to growth functions or length sets of various 
string 0L systems. One exception is the edge size sets of PGOL systems. 
These reduction results depend heavily upon two constructions, which given 
a PGOL system derive an associated 0L or T0L  system that is equivalent in a 
certain sense. The nonapplicability of the second construction to PGOL systems 
leads to the notion of "doubly interactionless" PGOL systems, which are called 
PG00L systems. These reduction results are then used in Section 6 to derive 
numerous decidability, results. We say a PGOL system G = (Z', A, P, C, S) is 
reduced if it has no useless ymbols, productions or connection rules. A symbol in 
Z' u A is said to be useless if it does not occur in any graph of L(G). Similarly, 
a production in P or a connection rule in C is useless if it cannot be "used" in 
any derivation of G from S. 
We say that a reduced PGOI, system G is deterministic f: 
(i) for each a in X there is only one production a i-7 A in P, 
(ii) for each h in A and each edge (a I , h, a2) occurring in S, P or C, let 
ai ~-+ Ai be in P, Ai = [c~i], i = 1, 2 and letQ = {y: h ~ [y] in C}, then there is 
at most one y in Q such that y is Q-maximal for (%, %). 
We say that a reduced PGOL system G is functional if for all U for which 
S :~* U there is exactly one V such that U ~- V. 
In Culik and Lindenmayer (1976) a functional PGOL system is said to be 
deterministic, because it was claimed that functionality and determinism are 
equivalent conditions. However, this is not the case. Consider the following 
examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. G 1 defined bv: 
the start graph a --7 a 
the production a ~-~ ~ a -~ 
the connection rules h ~- ~ a s --~ at 
h ~ a s ~(--. a t . 
Clearly, G, is fimctional and nondeterministic. 
In a second example we show that a system can be functional even when 
the productions for nodes are non-deterministic. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2.  G~ defined by: 
the start graph 
the productions 
the connection rules 
c~.~d .... S 
C ~---~ ---o. a _-~. 
d =~ -~- a --,- b --+ 
d ~ -~. b --~ a -+ 
a ~ ~ ---~ a - -+  
b ~--~ --* b --~- 
h ~ a s --~- a t 
h ~ a,~ --~ b t 
h ~+ b s -.'- at  
where h is the only edge label, which we are not showing explicitly in the diagrams. 
This convention will be used throughout the paper. From S one new graph is 
obtained, which t en stays the same, namely, the graphs of Fig. 8, which are 
representants of the same abstract graph. 
° jb  
b or ...... ! 
FIGURE 8 
Although functionality does not imply determinism we do have the weaker 
result which we state without proof. 
LE.XlMA 4.1. Every  DPGOL system is funct iona l .  
Remarks .  (1) By definition each daughter graph in a DPGOI, system has 
no nontrivial automorphisms. 
(2) Example 4.2 demonstrates that there are functional PGOL systems 
which are not  node deterministic, that is, a mother having only one daughter 
graph. 
(3) It is an open problem whether functionality is decidable. 
Lemma 4.1 implies that for each DPGOL system G there is an associated 
unique sequence of abstract graphs: 
S-So ,S1 ,& . . . . .  
Ilence the notion of growth and Parikh functions can be introduced analogous 
to those for D0L systems. We can consider the node and edges separately or 
together. In all cases we ignore the environmental node and its connections. 
643/43/1-5 
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Let .4 be an abstract e-graph. By C/v(_d) we denote the number of nodes of .4, 
by #e(.4) the number of edges of.4 and by #(.4) the number of nodes and edges of.4. 
Hence #(.4) =-: #v(A)  --! #E(A). Let G == (Z', A, P, C, S) be a DPGOL system. 
Then fa.v , the node growth function of G, is defined by 
fc.v(i) = #v(S~), for all i />  0. 
Similarly we define fG,E and fa ,  the edge growth function of G and the growth 
function of G. 
We need the following construction: 
CONSTRUCTION 4.1. Let G = (22, A, p, C, S) be a DPGOL system and let 
Z' have some fixed arbitrary ordering. Let tx be the mapping from [Z, A] ,  to X* 
which maps each abstract graph -4 over X, A to the alphabetically ordered string 
of all occurrences of Z-symbols as node labels in A. Construct he associated 
PDOL system Fa = (Z, PF, /z(X)) where Pp : .  {a --~ ~(A): a ~ A is in P}. 
We now have our first theorem. 
(i) 
gf 
(ii) 
Proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f :  N -7 N. Then 
f is a DPGOL node growth function 
f is a PDOL growth function. 
Part (ii) clearly implies (i) since every string 0L system can be 
"simulated" by some PGOL system. Therefore consider the reverse implication. 
Let G = (Z, A, P, C, S) be a DPGOL system with fc,.v =: f. Using the above 
construction, obtain Fa a PDOL system, elearlyfF a = fa.v, hence the result. | 
We now have our second construction. 
CONSTRUCTION" 4.2. Let G = (2, A,P, C, S) be a DPGOL system. Let 
.(2 ~ X × A × X and let there be some fixed arbitrary ordering of Z' and -Q. 
Let/x be the mapping of Construction 4.1 and define a mapping ~ from [Z, A], 
to -Q*, which maps an abstract graph -4 over Z', /1 to the alphabetically ordered 
string w of all occurrences of .Q-symbols as edges in -4. That is, for each edge 
with source label a, target label b and edge label h in -4, there is one occurrence 
of (a, h, b) in w. Let v bc the mapping from [X, A].  to X*-Q* defined by v(~/) = 
/@4) ~7(.4), for each A in [X, A]+. Now construct aPDOL system 
II o ~ (X U [2 t3 {d}, PH , v(S)), where d is a new symbol and 
Pn = {a ~ v(A): a -7  A is in P} t3 {d ~ d} u {(a, h, b) --+ w: 
where w = ~([st-a(~c)]) if ~([st-'(rc)]) :A h and w = d 
otherwise, where (a, h, b) is in/2 and ), is the only stencil 
applicable to a, t ,  concrete daughter graphs of a, b 
respectively}. 
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In the above construction the "edge" production in Pn replaces an "edge" 
by the "edges" it would be replaced by in the given DPGOL system. Since an 
edge may be replaced by no edges we take care of this possibility by using the 
dummy letter d to represent this situation. 
We now obtain: 
(i) 
ify 
(ii) 
Proof. 
'I'HEORE~I 4.3. Let f :  N -+ N. Then: 
f is a DPGOL edge growth function 
f is a WPDOL growth function. 
(i) => (ii). Let G == (Z, A, P, C, S) be a DPGOL system withfa.e - - f .  
Using Construction 4.2 construct HG • Now define a weak coding 0:27 t.) .Q u 
{d} ~ A w {1} by: 
O(a) == h, for all a in Z' u {d}, 
0((a, h, b)) = h, for all (a, h, b) in D. 
Clearly the growth function of ( I I  a , 0) is identical to fa .e .  
(ii) ~ (i) Let G --= (27, P, a) be a PDOL system and let 0: X --+ A k9 {t} 
be a weak coding. Construct a DPGOL system G' = (~ u {S}, A, P', {h ~-~ ,~ : 
h in A}, S)  where $ is a new symbol not in Z' u A. Without loss of generality 
we assume Z' c~ A = ~.  Define a mapping vfrom Z'* to [27 u {$}, A] .  by: 
and for all al "'" am in 27 +, v(a I "" a,,) is the abstract graph of Fig. 9, where 
O(ai) = bi in A u {t} and if O(ai) ---- t then there is no edge incident to a~. 
Clearly #E(v(al "'" a,,)) ::: ! O(al "'" a,,)'. 
Let S = v(a) and 
P '  = {a ~ v(x): a --+ x is in P} u {S ~ S). 
bl ~o I 
FIGURE 9 
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Now P '  has only one production for each a in Z u {$} since G does. Further 
since no edges are preserved at each derivation step, G' is a DPGOL system. By 
the observation above we therefore havefa, e =fa .  This completes the theorem. 
! 
Finally wc consider the total growth function (both nodes and edges). 
THEOREM 4.4. (i) Let f :  N -+ N. Then f is a DPGOL growth function implies 
f is a WPDOL growth function, and 
(ii) there exist WPDOL growth functions which are not DPGOL growth 
functions. 
Proof. (i) This follows from the proof of ( i )~  (ii) in Theorem 4.3, 
observing that deleting an "edge" (a, h, b) is carried out by introducing a dummy 
symbol d, that is, (a, h, b) -+ d; d -+ d and removing d by a weak coding. 
(ii) Consider thePDOL system defined by: 
initial word a 
productions a --~ b; b --~ b 
weak coding 0, where O(a) --= a and O(b) = A. 
Then the WPDOL growth sequence is 1, 0, 0,.... Clearly no DPGOL system can 
generate such a sequence. | 
Remark. It should be noted that we can replace WPDOL growth function by 
I-IPDOL or HDOL growth function in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. This also holds 
true in the following corresponding theorems for Parikh functions. 
We now turn to the notion of Parikh function for DPGOL systems. 
Let -Y' and A be given alphabets and A an abstract graph over Z, A. Define 
some arbitrary but fixed ordering of the symbols of Z, A and Z u A. Then we 
denote by lrv(A ) an element of [N ~, where #Z ~= n, such that the value in the i-th 
position denotes the number of occurrences of the i-th node label in A. Similarly we 
define ~rE(A ) and zr(A). Clearly #v(A)  ..... try(A)(1,..., l) r and similarly for #e(A) 
and #(A).  Let G = (Z, A, P, C, S) be a DPGOL system. Then ~ra.v, the node 
Parikh function of G, is defined by: 
,~.v( i )  = ,~v(s~), for all i > /0 .  
We can define zra. E and ~r o , the edge Parikh function of G and the Parikh 
function of G, in a similar manner. 
Immediately by the proof techniques of Theorems 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 we have 
the following results. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let f :  ~ --~ ~1'*, n ~ O. Then 
(i) f is a DPGOL node Parikh function 
iff 
(ii) f is a DPOL Parikh function. 
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']'HEOREM 4.6. Let f :  N ~ N', n > O. Then: 
(i) / i s  a DPGOL edge Parikh function 
if/ 
(ii) f is a WPDOL Parikh function. 
THEOREM 4.7. (i) Let f :N - -~N" ,  n > O. Then f is a DPGOL Parikh 
function implies f is a WPDOL Parikh function, and 
(ii) there exist WPDOL Parikh functions which are not DPGOL Parikh 
functions. 
We now investigate which of the above reducibility results hold in the non- 
deterministic ase. First note that in this setting growth and Parikh functions 
arc replaced by size and Parikh sets. For example, letting G = (S, A, P, C, S) 
be a PGOL system we define ES(G), the edge size set of G, as: 
ES(G) -- {#e(U): U in L(G)}. 
We define VS(G), S(G), Err(G), Vzr(G) and rr(G) similarly. 
For VS and Vrr we have: 
"I'HEOaV:M 4.8. For N C__ N (N, C N ", n ) 0) 
(i) N(N,)  is a POL length set (Parikh set) 
(ii) N(N,)  is a PGOL node size set (node Parikh set). 
Proof. Straightforward since wc consider nodal growth independently 
of edges. II 
However, when considering edge size sets Construction 4.2just does not work. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the PGOL system G defined by: 
the start graph a -+ a 
the productions a ~ --+ a --+; a ~ -+ a -~ a 
the connection rule of Fig. 10. 
Consider the string representation f Construction 4.2. Initially we have aa(a, h, a) 
but we can now obtain aa(a, h, a)(a, h, a) which does not correspond to any valid 
replacement in G since the connection rule can only be applied when a source 
node a is replaced by two a-labeled nodes. In fact we obtain all EFOL length 
sets when considering edge size sets of PGOL systems. 
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THEOREX~ 4.9. Let G = (Z, Pa .... ,P, , ,  ~), n > O, be a TOL system. There 
exists a PGOL system G' = (Z', Z, P, C, S) such that LS(G)= ES(G') and 
~S(G) = E~(G'). 
Proof. Let Z' -- {d} U {1,..., n}. Define a mapping v from {I ..... n} X Z* 
to [Z ' ,Z ] ,  by: v(i, A) = Z for all i, 1 < i ~< n, and A(i, a I "" at) is given in 
Fig. 1 la for all al "" a~ in Z +. Let S .... st-l(u(l, a)), 
I I P= i - , . j  " : 1 <<i, j<~n w{g}, 
where g is given in Fig. 11 b, 
m =max({  Ix i :a~x inP i fo ra inZ , fo r i ,  1 ~<i~n}) ,  
(a) 
/ d r  
i s ~  dt 
~t  
> m times (b) d ~ 
Fmum.: I I 
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and./and have all possible labeled hands, and 
C := {a.-+ v(i, x): a ~ x in P~ for some i, 1% i ~ n}. 
It should be clear that at each rewriting step the appropriate connections are 
made since the central node labeled i selects the appropriate connection rules 
corresponding to the table P i .  | 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let G be an ETOL system, then there is a PGOL system G 
such that LS(G) ~ ES(G') and ~rS(G) = E,'r(G'). 
])roof. Each ETOL language can be represented asa coding of a T0L language 
(Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg, 1975). Therefore let G" be a T0L system whose 
alphabet is Z = {b 1 ,..., b~}, and 0 a coding such that O(L(G")) -- L(G). Proceed 
to construct G', the required PGOL system, by means of the proof technique of 
Theorem 4.9. However, define v(i, a I "" a~), where a,: is in ~r, to be the graph of 
Fig. 12a and the productions for the bi's are those of Fig. 12b. Clearly ES(G') = 
LS(G") - LS(G') and Erc(G') = 7rS(G). | 
The situation for size and Parikh sets of PGOL systems is not so clear. We 
therefore close this section by considering a sufficient condition on PGOL 
systems which ensures that Construction 4.2 (suitably modified for the non- 
deterministic situation) works. 
(o) 
O y  (]It 
is / e(%-) 
O2t 
Qrf  
(b) bil ) 
.~'~ b, "~'~ bz 
- '~b 2 .~, bn , 
i m times 
= 
/ ,b2 " "  Tbo  J 
~'tct.'R~ 12 
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Theorem 4.9 and the remarks preceding it lead to the notion of an edge- 
context-free PGOL system.. Let G = (Z', A, P, C, S) be a PGOL system such 
that for all edges a -h  b occurring in S, P, or st-l(C) and for all concrete daughter 
graphs ~,  fll, i =: 1, 2 of a and b, respectively, the set of maximal stencils 
applicable to (a 1 , ill) is isomorphic to the set of maximal stencils applicable to 
(~2,/32). We say that G is a doubly interactionless PGOL system, denoted PGOOL 
system, that is, zero node-interactions and zero edge-interactions. 
Immediately for PG00L systems we have a result corresponding to Theorem 
4.3 for edge size sets. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let f :  N --+ N. Then: 
(i) f is a PGOOL edge size set 
(ii) f is a WPOL length set. 
Proof. ((i) :> (ii) Extend the proof of Theorem 4.3 to the PG00L case. 
The problem discussed in Example 4.3 is avoided since for each triple (a, h, b) 
in g2 the possible new edges that can be produced by a derivation step are 
independent of the choice of productions for a and b. 
(ii) =~- (i) The proof technique of Theorem 4.3 can be immediately extended 
to the nondeterministic case, giving a PGOI, system with no connection rules, 
which is then, trivially, a PG00L system. | 
Theorems 4.9 and 4.11 are of interest since they contribute to the discussion 
on the context-freeness of PGOL systems. Theorem 4.9 makes us aware that as 
far as edge size sets are concerned non E0L length sets can be obtained. On the 
other hand the PG00L systems under this measure can be said to be truly 
interactionless. 
5. GI-ZNERATIVE CAPACITY OF PGOL S'ZSa'EMS 
In Culik and Lindenmayer (1976) various restricted classes of PGOL systems 
are investigated analogous to those for string 0L systems, namely, D = deter- 
ministic, T = tabled, F = finite start set of graphs, C -= coding. It is shown that 
for any two combinations X, Y of "operators" D, T, F or C, .~(XPGOL) C or 
is incomparable with 5¢(YPGOL) if c~°(XPOL) C or is incomparable with 
~°(YPOL), respectively. Hence, for example, C~(DPGOL) C cJ.(PGOL). This 
is proved by considering just those languages of line graphs with a single edge 
label which correspond to strings in a natural way. We immediately obtain 
~. (DPGOL) C ~. (PG00L) by the same technique. We also have £P(PG00L) _C 
5¢(PGOL) by definition, while propcr containment is a result of the following 
non-PG00L graph language. 
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Consider G over (a, b, c, d}, {g, h) where S, P and C are given in Fig. 13. 
L(G) consists of the initial graph and the graphs of Fig. 14. Clearly G is not a 
PG00L system. Consider any PGOL system G' such that L(G') ~ L(G). Now 
the initial graph of G' must be a o_~ b, since this graph has the fewest nodes. 
Since we are dealing with propagating systems a and b each must give rise to 
at least one node, and in fact, one of them must give rise to two nodes only, and 
the other only one. Clearly, the productions for a and b in G can be interchanged 
and the connection rules modified appropriately to give L(G) once more in a non- 
PG00L fashion. Hence the only other possibility is that a (or b) gives either c--~c 
or d, and b (or a) gives -~ c --~. However, the connection rules must differentiate 
between the two p ssible daughter graphs of a to ensure that the appropriate 
connections are made. Hence this system is also non-PG00L. Therefore L(G) 
is a non-PG00L language. 
Let us now restrict our attention to graphs with a single-edge-label, in other 
words to the webs of Rosenfeld and Milgram (1972). Cheung (1979) has claimed 
that any bounded degree PGOL system can be "simulated" by a single-edge- 
S = a > b 
P : 
C:  
h h 
a I-.-~, > c > 
a l  > d 
h h h 
b,  > ---~ c ---~ c > 
h h 
C ~> >C • 
d~-> d 
h ~  c t 
h 
h I > Cs > ct 
FICt,RF. 13 
C c !h 
FIGURE 14 
c 
c 
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labeled PGOL system, in the sense that the underlying raph structures obtained 
are the same. By underlying raph structure we mean the coding of the graph 
language which identifies all edge labels and all node labelS, that is, an unlabeled 
graph, tIowever, for arbitrary PGOL systems this "simulation" result does 
not hold. 
On the other hand if we restrict attention to single-node-labeled graphs and 
PGOL systems the generative power of such systems is drastically reduced; in 
particular, the star graph language of Section 3 cannot be generated when only 
a single node label is allowed. Therefore the trade-off of edge labels and node 
labels is in one direction only. For bounded degree systems the edge label set 
can be reduced at the expense of the node label set. 
We now give two examples which generate all complete graphs over Z, A and 
all graphs over Z', A. 
Let G = (X,A, P, C, S) where A -- {h}, S : : a and P and C are shown in 
Fig. 15. Now C preserves all edges at each derivation step and moreover adds the 
P : a J • > a ) 
C : h J ~ o s • a t 
h I > 
at 
as  
ot 
h t > 
QS 
a t 
a S 
as  
as  
FIGURE ] 5 
appropriate new edges to maintain completeness. For each complete graph it is 
straightforward toconstruct a derivation in G from S which generates it. Assume 
G generates at least one incomplete graph. Assume U is an incomplete graph in 
L(G) such that there is no incomplete graph V in L(G) with either fewer nodes 
or the same number of nodes and more edges. Consider all T such that T ~ U 
in G and T ,# U. Now T is complete, since either T has fewer nodes than U or T 
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has the same number of nodes as U but more edges (fewer edges is impossible 
since edges cannot be created with C). But if T is complete then U cannot be 
incomplete by examination of C. Hence all U in L(G) are complete. This can be 
proved rigorously by induction on the number of nodes. 
We now turn to a system generating all graphs. In the completeness example 
onlv one kind of connection was necessary, but in the following system all 
possible connections, including no connections, must be specified. 
Let G = (Z', A, p, C, S), where A = {h}, and S, P, and C are shown in 
Fig. 16. It is easy to see that ever)" graph is generated by G. 
S = a C : 
P : O I > "-- ' -~ O • 
a s ~  
h > a t 
h > a s a t 
h > a s > a t 
FIGURE16 
We close this section with two further examples. The first demonstrates a 
self-reproducing system, that is, one which generates multiple copies of the 
start graph. 
Let S in [22, A] ~ be the start graph. 
P contains the production given in Fig. 17a for all a in £; that is, 
each node duplicates itself with all possible hands over A (the 
labels arc not shown in the figure) and the hands shown for h, h 
not in A. 
C contains the two connection rules of Fig. 17b for all g in A 
and all a, b in 22. 
At each derivation step two new copies of S are made from each old copy of S 
and each new copy is reconnected correctly by use of the extra hands labeled h 
in the productions. Since S does not contain a hand labeled h neither do any of 
its offspring. 
Our second and final example provides a simple PGOL system that generates 
the so-called spinning spider spiral. This was produced in response to challenge 
of Mayoh (1978), who provided the problem. This is a nontrivial example 
demonstrating the power of PGOL systems, since sequential context-free graph 
grammars are incapable of generating it and sequential non-context-free graph 
grammars for this problem are quite complex. 
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g : 
I ) 
(a) 
h 1'h °s" g > bt 
(b) 
F[GI:R~ 17 
For convenience we assume the graphs are undirected in this example. 
Clearly we can always assume this. 
Let G .... (27, A, P, C, S) be defined as follows: 27 - {i: 0 ~ i ~ 9}, A == {#}, 
and P, C, and S are given in Fig. 18. 
In Fig. 19 the second stage of the generation process is given and a somewhat 
later stage. 
S = 4 0 8 
P:  0 ' • O- - I  
i ' > i+ l  , 
g ' > g 
/ 0  
C: # , > 2~i  [ 
# ' > 9 - - 1  
for I < i < 8 ; 
-# ' > i - -  
0 , for  3_< i s  8 
j , for  2<i , j _<9.  
FIGI:RE 18 
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/ \ /% 
5 0 - - . I  9 
~3L. .  / 
9- -9  I - -5 - -9  9 
\6 / 
FmURE 19. The spinning spider spiral. 
6. DECIDABILITY RESULTS 
Many of the basic questions about PGOL systems involve decidability issues. 
For example, does a given PGOL system G generate a finite or infinite graph 
language, is L(G) = [X, A]~_, is membership decidable, are all graphs in L(G) 
connected (that is, is the underlying undirected graph connected), and so on. 
Our first result concerns growth and Parikh functions for DPGOL systems. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G 1 and Go_ be two arbitrary DPGOL systems. Then for 
X = V, E or A we have: 
X-Growth and X-Parikh equivalence of G 1 and G., are decidable. 
Proof. By the reduction results in Section 4 and since both growth and 
Parikh equivalence of two WPDOL systems are decidable properties. | 
Since it is decidable if an E0L language or its length set of finite we have: 
THrOREM 6.2. (1) Let G be a PGOL system. It is decidable whether VS(G) is 
finite or infinite. 
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(2) Let G be a PGOL system. It is decidable whether L(G) is finite or #~nite 
(follows from (1)). 
(3) Let G be a PGOOL system. It decidable whether ES(G) is finite or hlfinite. 
(4) Let G be a PGOOL system. It is decidable whether L(G) has bounded 
surface area. 
We say a PGOL system G has boumled surface area if there is an integer k ~ 0 
such that for all U in L(G) thc number of nodes in U connected to the environ- 
ment nodc is le~ than or equal to k. We suitably modify Construction 4.2 to 
take the environment node into account. 
In Culik and Lindcnmayer (1976) it is proved to bc decidable whcther a given 
abstract graph U is generated as a (full) subgraph in a PGOL system G. In other 
words whether there is an abstract graph I/" inL(G) such that U ~< V or U ~ I  If 
is decidable. This also solves the membership roble m for PGOL systems. We 
re-provc this result somewhat differently, which cnablcs us to solve other sub- 
graph occurrence problems, which are of independent interest. We prcsent 
results only for the full subgraph case, thc corresponding subgraph results 
follow similarly. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (2, A, P, C, S) be a PGOL system. An abstract graph 
U in [Z, ,4], occurs in G if there is a derivation S ~*  V, for some V in [Z, ,4]+ 
with U 4 I  V. Similarly we say U occurs finitely (hzfinitely) in G if the set 
{i: S ~.i V, for some V, U ~r  V} is finite (infinite). We say U is preserved 
(ultimately preserved) in G if for all i ~ 0 (for i ~ t, some t ~ 0), S ~ i  V and 
U 4!  V, for some V in L(G). 
Biologically these variants of the subgraph occurrence problem correspond 
to the survival of a subunit or subassemblage of cells during development. 
We now provide the notion of a subgraph derivation graph. 
CONSTRUCTION 6.1. Given a PGOL system G ~ (~r, A, P, C, S) and k an 
integer, k > 0, construct he associated k-subgraph-derivation graph IIc. k over 
K, where K == 2 J and J is the set of all graphs with at most k nodes over Z', 
A, as follows: 
Let IIa.k = (V, ~o n , E) where V is a set of nodes, #V = 2 *s, q~H: V ~ K 
is a node-labeling isomorphism and E_C_- V × V is a set of directed edges. 
E := {(u, v): u, vin V,q~n(V) = {D: A isin~oH(u), A :~ B, D 4 I  BandDis in J} .  
For all A in [2, ,4] ~, k > 0 an integer, let k : A denote the set of all graphs B 
with at most k nodes such that B 4 I  A. 
Clearly, Ha, ~ is a finite graph. Moreover a graph U occurs in G iff there is 
path from u, the node labeled by k : S, k = #v(U), in Hc.k to a node v labeled 
with a set of graphs containing U. This follows since a PGOL system does not 
erase nodes and therefore a k-node full subgraph is obtained in one derivation 
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step from a full subgraph with at most k nodes. This gives the first result, 
which was proved somewhat differently in Culik and Lindenmayer (1976). 
TI-IEOREM 6.3. Given a graph U over Z, A and a PGOL system G over Z, 
A it is decidable whether U occurs in G. 
We have a number of interesting corollaries: 
COROLLARY 6.4. Given a graph U over Z, A and a PGOL system G over 22, 
A it is decidable whether U is bzL(G). That is, the membershipproblem is decidable. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Given a PGOL system G it is decidable whether G is reduced. 
Proof. Straightforward. I 
COROLL~Y 6.6. Given a PGOL system G it is decidable whether for all U in 
L( G) U is complete. 
Proof. It is decidable whether a two-node unconnected full subgraph over Z 
occurs in L(G). Clearly for all U in L(G), U is complete iff no such subgraph 
exists. | 
THEORFM 6.7. Given a graph U over Z, A and a PGOL system G over Z, d 
it is decidable: 
(i) whether U occurs finitely or infinitely; 
(ii) whether U is preserved or ultimately preserved. 
Proof. Consider the k-subgraph-derivation graph. H~.g, where k =~ #v(U) .  
Let u be the node labeled with k : S. First observe that each node in Hc.~ has 
only one successor. Hence there is exactly one path from u to some other node, 
which may be u itself. 'l'hus, the sequence of nodes u =: u 0 , u 1 ,... representing 
a path in Huac from u has a cycle; that is, there is an i such that ui =-= uj for 
somej < i. Clearly, there can only be one cycle. 
(i) U occurs finitely in G if U is not associated with any node in the cycle, 
and infinitely if it is. 
(ii) U is preserved if U is associated with every node in the cycle path 
from u and ultimately preserved it it is associated with all nodes in the cycle. ] 
We may define the various notions of occurrence with respect o L(G) rather 
than to the derivations of G. Let us call them the language variants of subgraph 
occurrence and preservation. For DPGOL systems there is only one derivation 
sequence, and hence the language subgraph problems can be reduced to considera- 
tion of the derivation subgraph problems. For PG00L or PGOL systems these 
problems appear to be difficult. 
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We now consider perhaps the most interesting PGOL systems from a biological 
viewpoint, namely, those of bounded degree. We say a PGOL system G is of 
bounded egree if there is an integer k ) 0 such that every graph generated by G 
has at most degree k (that is, each node has a total number of edges, leading into 
and out of it, which is less than or equal to k). Similarly we say G has bounded 
in-degree (bounded out-degree) analogously. We exclude the environment node 
from consideration. 
We now prove that bounded egreeness i  a decidable property for DPGOL and 
PG00L systems. By suitable modifications of the proof technique we also obtain 
the decidability of bounded in- and out-degreeness. 
THEOREM 6.8. For DPGOL systems bounded egreeness i  a decidable property. 
Proof. Our proof technique is an indirect one. We reduce bounded degreeness 
of DPGOL systems to finiteness of ETOL systems. Since this latter property is 
decidable we have the result. 
Let G --  (Z', A, P, C, S) be an arbitrary DPGOL system. We first produce a 
PGOL system G' which simulates a derivation step of G and nondeterministically 
marks one node in the derived graph. Second, using the string representation 
technique of Construction 4.2, G' is simulated by a DTOL system G". Finally, 
we define a homomorphism 0 which deletes node and edge labels and identifies 
"marked" edge labels. Then O(L(G")) is finite iff G has bounded degree. 
Without loss of generality assume S is a single-node graph. Let Z = {a: a in Z'} 
be the marked node alphabet. Construct a PGOL system G' :~ (Z" v0 ~', A, P ' ,  
C', Z). Let 
P '  = P u {a ~--~ A': a ~-~ A is in P and A' is in marked(A)}. 
For each abstract graph A in [X, A]+, marked(A) is the set of all abstract graphs 
obtained from A by marking just one appearance of one node label. Let 
C' = C tJ {h ~ A':  h ~ A is in C and A' is in marked(A)}. 
We have ensured that one and only one node label will be marked at each 
derivation step of G' by the simple expedient of marking one node label in the 
daughter graph of a marked node. Observe that for each triple (& h, b) or (b, h, d) 
representing an edge of a derived graph in G' and each A' a daughter graph of d, 
there is exactly one connection rule applicable to it, as is the case in the original 
system G. This is the crucial observation that enables the simulation of G' to be 
carried out by a DTOL system. 
Now, construct a DTOL system G" == (Z'", P1 .... , P , , ,  ~), where m = 
max({# marked(A):aF-+A in P, a in X}). X" =Xv JZu~u{N},  where 
g? == ((X U •) X A × X) ka (X X A × (Z' u Z)). Consider the representation 
of Construction 4.2. Let /x map abstract graphs from [Z 'u  ~', A]+ to ordered 
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strings of node labels, and r~ map abstract graphs to ordered strings of -Q- 
symbols. Note that ~ is only a partial map. Again v is a partial map from 
[Z' u ~,/ I ]+ to (X u Z)+D * defined by v(A) = tz(A) ~(A), for each A having 
at most one marked node. 
Now each table P~ contains all "productions" from P and C, that is, 
{a-~ v(A): a ~ A in P} U {(a, h, b) ~ ~([st l(yc)]): if a J2~ b 
is an edge over Z', A and 7 is the maximal stencil applicable to some 
c~ and/3, concrete daughter graphs of a and b}. 
Second, we now ensure that each possible marked variant of each production 
a ~ A in P is found in at least one table. For each a ~-~- A in P arbitrarily 
number the elements of marked(A) as A 1 , . . . ,  J t r  where 1 ~ r ~ m. 'Fake 
il---~ v(A~) into P i ,  1 ~- i ~< r and complete the remaining tables by taking 
d ~ v(A1) into P~, r + 1 ~< i ~< m. Now take the appropriate dge productions 
into each Pi ,  1 -~- i ~ m: for each 8 ~ v(A) and b --~ v(B) in Pi and for each h 
in A take: 
(¢i, h, b) ~ w into P i ,  
where w = ~([st-l(7c)]) and y is the maximal stencil applicable to c~, fl, for [a] = 
A and [/3] -- B, and similarly for (b, h, ~) ~ x. 
Finally, for any table Pi which is incomplete for some X in L'" add X ~ N 
toP~, l  -~ i~m.  
For each triple (a, h, b) there is clearly only one edge production and this also 
tlolds true for each triple (d, h, b) or (b, h, d), with respect to each table, since 
only one production for d is taken into each table. Itenee we have a DTOL 
system. 
The symbol N never occurs in an,,, derivation from a = v(S) in G", it merely 
plays the role of enabling each table to be completed. 
Define a bomomorphism 0: X" ~ {d} * by 
O(X) -- A for X in  {N} u Z'td 22w (X × A × Z'), 
0(X-) = d otherwise. 
Then O(L(G")) C {d}* and clearly O(L(G"))is finite iff G has bounded egree. II 
Now consider the situation when G is a PG00L system. In this case the simula- 
tion by a PGOL system G' still holds. Moreover G' has the property that for each 
(d, h, b) (or (b, h, a)) and each a ~ A the stencils applicable to c~ and/3, [a] : A 
and/3 = [B] where b ~ B is in P',  are independent of the choice of production 
for b. Hence in the simulation of G' by a T0L  system G" there is a separate 
table for each production/7 ~ A for a in G' and each table contains exactly those 
edge productions for (/~, h, b) and (b, h, a) which are applicable given a---~ A. 
The remainder of the proof follows analogously. Hence we have shown: 
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THEORFM 6.9. For PGOOL systems bounded egreeness, bounded in-degreeness, 
and bounded out-degreeness are decidable properties. :14oreoz, er, if the degree (in- 
degree, out-degree) is bounded then it is computable. 
The second sentence follows from the proof technique of Theorem 6.8. 
The decidability of bounded degreeness for PGOL systems remains open. 
Since it has recently been shown that the D0L sequence quivalence problem 
is decidable (Culik and Fris, 1977), it is natural to ask whether the DPGOI, 
sequence problem is decidable. That is, given two DPGOL systems G I and G,~, 
is it decidable if they generate the same sequence of graphs. We have shown that 
various necessary' conditions for sequence quivalence to hold are decidable, 
namcly, node Parikh function equivalence, cdge Parikh function equivalence, and 
whether both are of the same degree. However, the DPGOL sequence quivalence 
problem appears to be complex and although it is still opcn, we conjecture that it 
is decidable. 
We close this section by mentioning a number of interesting open problems. 
First, functionality is such a basic notion that whcthcr it is decidable or not is an 
important problem. Second, connectcdness i  both biologically and mathe- 
matically interesting. Whether or not therc are generatcd graphs containing 
two or more disconnected components in a PGOL (or even DPGOL) system is 
an open decidability question. Third, a question of mathematical interest is 
whether or not all graphs generated by a PGOL (or DPGOL) system are planar. 
This is also open. 
7. THE CONTEXT-FREENF.SS OF PGOL SYSTEMS 
When speaking of context-freeness for string rewriting systems we usually 
mean that each symbol is rewritten independently of its context; for example, 
in context-free grammars and E0L systems. However, in PGOL systems and 
other graph rewriting systems the situation is not as clear. We have not only node 
rewriting but also connection rules. In the case of PGOL systems node replace- 
mcnt is context-free, hence the choice of acronym. IIowever, whether ]?GOb 
systems are "context-free" in total, that is, also as far as the connection rules are 
concerned, is subject to question. Some measure of their context-freeness i  
given by the positive results for the decidability of the membership problem, the 
effectiveness of the construction of reduced PGOL systems, and the decidability 
of the finiteness problem. Similarly the reduction to a full stencil normal form 
is also evidence in favor of the context-freeness of PGOL systems. 
On the other hand we have the results of Section 4 in which it is shown that 
PGOL systems generate at least ETOL length sets when considering edge size 
sets. Whether ETOL length sets exhaust he PGOL edge size sets is an open 
problem. However, this leads to the introduction of the "doubly interactionless" 
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systems, namely, the PG00L systems. These have the pleasant property that the 
deterministic restrictions of PGOL and PG00L systems coincide. We claim 
that the PG00L systems arc the truly context-free parallel graph rewriting 
systems. This is reflected in the result that PG00L edge size sets are E0L length 
sets in contradistinction to PGOL edge size sets. Moreover bounded degreeness 
is decidable for PG00L systems, whereas this is still open for PGOL systems. 
Observe that a minor contextual change in the definition of PGOL systems 
gives them the ability to simulate P IL  systems (L systems in which rewriting 
of a symbol depends upon the left neighboring symbol). For example, (1) Let 
the productions for nodes depend upon a neighboring node (one that has an 
edge to the given nodc). Clearly P1L systems can be simulated. (2) Let the 
productions for nodes depend upon an edge leading into the node. Again, P IL  
systems can be simulated. (3) Finally, assume the connection rule for each edge 
is chosen first and then, second, daughter graphs are generated to which the 
given stencils apply. This is an essentially predictive context as in Culik and 
Opatrny (1974). It again enables P1L Systems to be simulated. 
Thus it seems to us that if either PGOL or PG00L systems arc to be designated 
as context-free, then PG00L systems rather than PGOL systems are the better 
candidate. 
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